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Introducing Your New Governing 5od~ 
As we look ahead to the future of the SAFD, it is important that we have the leadership necessary to continue the growth, solve 
the issues, and embrace the passion of this organization. The following positions require a tremendous amount of effort, so 
simply accepting the nomination was a tremendous gesture from all the candidates. The elections were close, all the candi-
dates were worthy, but the four positions demand individuals to take on the responsibility. With this in mind, we are very happy 
to introduce your newly elected Governing Body. These individuals have. accepted the challenge placed before them and gar-
nered your support to lead our vibrant organization into the future. We are fortunate to have such a strong group and thankful 
for all who offered their services. 
President - CT/FD Geoflrev Kent 
First of all let's pass along an enormous thank you to Chuck, Brian, Mike and Andrew. It is hard to sum up the 
hours, emails and brain power they have spent keeping the SAFD on track. Thanks to them we are in good 
financial shape with a focus on the now and the future. 
What do John, Willie, Lee and I hope to do for you? Let's start with increasing the profile of the world's largest 
organization of stage combatants. You can help. Keep that SAFD training on your bios and your resumes. 
Let's see and hear more from the Actor Combatants. You know what you want from the SAFD, let us hear it. 
I expect we will see detailed information on gun certification in the coming year and eventually the emergence of more SPT 
workshop intensives. We are looking at continuing education and conferences for you Certified Teacher and Fight Director 
types as well. All that and more. Stay tuned and cross swords with you soon. 
Vice-President - CT John Tovar 
Thank you very much. I am truly honored and humbled in becoming your new Vice-President. I would like to 
thank Brian Byrnes, along with the other outgoing Governing Body members, for all their hard work and 
dedication over the years. Special thanks go to all of the members who voted, whether it was for who won or 
lost, because it shows that you care enough to take the time and give your opinion. An organization like the 
SAFD only works if the members speak up and give their opinions. It only works if we, as a group, think of 
how to better the organization as a whole, make our opinions known, and get to work by getting our hands 
dirty and doing whatever it takes to get the job done. I think I can speak for the other new Governing Body members in saying 
that we will put our hearts and souls into making it a truly respected organization throughout the world. We will make you proud 
to be a member of this great organization. 
Secretarv -AAC WHIie Mevbohm 
I sincerely thank all the members of the organization who participated in this year's elections. Thank you for 
your support and passion for the SAFD. By now, the transitions are complete, and the new Governing Body 
has already been in close discussions on how to make the organization work better for you, the members. I 
heartily accept the position of Secretary and will endeavor to maintain the highest levels of communication 
and integrity. I look forward to serving you. 
continued on page 4 
The pen is mightier 
than the sworo ... 
Michael Mueller, Editor-in-Chief 
In this issue our past is represented through the regional reports as well 
as the reflection and gratitude expressed towards our past Governing 
Body. The informational sections provide details on events and 
resources that continue to shape our organization. We also look to the 
future with statements from our new Governing Body and a challenge 
for increased membership service. Yet, even with all the wonderful 
events, opportunities, and challenges the present seems harder and 
harder to fully embrace. 
I mention this because it is an issue that I face on a regular basis. My 
present seems to consistently revolve around the things I have done or, 
on a more stressful level , my growing "to do" list. Rarely do I remember 
to stop and actually enjoy the present for what it is. It is only when the 
present has already passed that I seem able to reflect fondly, or with 
great relief, on what has occurred rather than embracing the enjoyment 
of the moment in real time. 
Perhaps this is a result of our culture's push toward future or dwelling 
on the past; or it could be from overloading ourselves, trying to take 
advantage of every opportunity. Regardless of the reason, enjoying the 
present has become increasing difficult as humanity's attention span 
shortens. 
It is with th is in mind that I make my New Year's resolution to focus 
more on the current state of things rather than what has or could hap-
pen. This doesn't mean that The Cutting Edge issues will be late 
because I'm too busy living in the moment; it simply means that taking 
a few minutes a day to breathe and enjoy the current moment should 
be done more often . On a side note; I do find it ironic that I'm planning 
to enjoy the present; but I suppose we all need to start somewhere. 
I also find that I am not alone in this feeling. Our Ed itor-at-Large, Gia 
Mora, has come to the realization that she has so many other wonder-
ful opportunities, that continuing as an editor with The Cutting Edge has 
become impossible. She has been a tremendous asset to this publica-
tion and will be sorely missed. We are excited for her as she shifts her 
complete focus to other areas and anticipate hearing about her adven-
tures through her reports to her regional representative. 
Perhaps you feel the need to take stock of where you are as well. As 
you make your plans for the New Year and reflect on last year, I encour-
age you to enjoy the transitions you may be going through. Time seems 
to speed up when the present isn 't acknowledged, so let's all make 
2008 last as long as possible. 2009 will come soon enough . 
tvtfohaefj. Mueller 
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. . . From tbe Governing Bo~~ 
Mike Mahaffev, secretarv 
NSCW Discounts for students attending the 
Central Illinois Regional Workshop (CIRW) 
In order to strengthen the relationship between the Central 
Illinois Regional Workshop and the SAFD National 
Workshops, we are offering the following discount: 
Individuals who register for the CIRW and pay in full by the 
early application deadline (Feb. 15) will automatically receive 
a $300 discount for that year's NSCW. 
The SAFD and the CIRW coordinators would like to stream-
line the Central Illinois Workshop into a clearer "feeder" pro-
gram for the national workshops at UNLV and NCSA. The 
discount will assist students financially and enable the 
NSCWs to create more intensive SPT tracks. The CIRW will 
offer weapons like Single Sword and/or Quarterstaff in addi-
tion to spending ten hours of instruction in Unarmed, Rapier 
and Dagger, and Broadsword that will compliment the ACW 
training at the NSCW. We hope you will consider the CIRW 
as a precursor to your NSCW experience. 
2008 NSCW-West 
Early Bird Special - Take Advantage! 
Now's your chance to take advantage of 2007 prices for the 
NSCW-West (Advanced Actor Combatant Workshop and 
Intermediate Actor Combatant Workshop) being held from 
July 7 through July 25, 2008! Your early bird registration 
deadline is March 1, 2008. After this date, the price structure 
will increase for full tuitions, with Union / SAFD Membership 
discounts applied thereafter. Act fast to ensure the best deal 
on the NSCW West! 
AACW Cost: $1900 Full tuition 
$1805 Equity/SAG/AFTRA discount 
$1710 SAFD member discount 
' IACW Cost: $1700 Full tuition 
$1615 Equity/SAG/AFTRA discount 
$1530 SAFD member discount 
Please check the www.safd.org website 
for more information! 
NS CW Scholarships Now Available 
The Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Memorial Scholarship is presented annually to a SAFD Friend, Actor Combatant or Advanced Actor 
Combatant in good standing who, in the opinion of the Governing Body, has shown themselves worthy of assistance in contin-
uing their training. The scholarship , given in memory and honor of swashbuckling film star and SAFD Honorary Member, 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will provide tuition and housing for attendance at our NSCW Offerings: the Actor Combatant Workshop, 
the Intermediate Actor Combatant Workshop or the Advanced Actor Combatant Workshop. 
In 2008, we will also be offering The Patrick "Paddy" Crean Memorial Scholarship to honor the memory of a great teacher, 
friend and inspiration to the SAFD and the art of stage combat. This scholarship will provide a significant tuition discount for 
the recipient at the Actor Combatant Workshop (ACW), the Intermediate Actor Combatant Workshop (IACW) or the Advanced 
Actor Combatant Workshop (MCW). 
A candidate for these scholarships must be nominated by a member of the SAFD Governing Body, Fight Master, Fight Director 
or Certified Teacher. In addition, a candidate for these scholarships must: 
• Be a member of the SAFD in good standing for a minimum of one (1) year. 
• Demonstrate an aptitude toward, and a strong desire to learn the skills and performance styles of the stage combative arts. 
• Demonstrate a need (not necessarily financial) for said scholarship. 
• Be pursuant of or have received an undergraduate degree in performance students (or other such equivalent training). 
To apply for a scholarship, please download a copy from the SAFD website. All requested items must be included in one 
packet (no partial applications, please), and received no later than the March 1, 2008 deadline in order to be considered. 
Incomplete, partial or late applications will not be reviewed. 
Please be aware that this application process will include two scholarships this year, and not being selected for the Fairbanks 
Scholarship automatically makes you eligible for the Paddy scholarship. Information regarding the registration and application 
process for the 2008 ACW, IACW and MCW will be available in at www.safd.org. Please keep checking the website for the 
most up to date information on all National Stage Combat Workshops. 
If there are any questions, please contact the Secretary, Willie Meybohm, at secretary@safd.org. 
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continued from page 1 
Treasurer -CT lee Soroko 
I am honored to serve an organization that has provided me with so many rewards both personally and profes-
sionally. In my tenure as Treasurer I hope to increase the on-going, dues paying membership with emphasis 
placed on Friends and Actor Combatants. My reason for focusing on these two membership classifications is 
because I believe establishing life long members begins by connecting with and maintaining a strong member-
ship at the entry levels. A strong base enables growth for all levels of membership and it is my goal to solidify this 
foundation for years to come. Thank you for all your support and I look forward to the coming years of service. 
A Fond Farewell 
Over the last six years the SAFD has been extraordinarily luck to have had such wonderful, devoted, and passionate leaders. 
Their efforts have made great strides in our growth while maintaining the integrity and founding principles this organization was 
founded on. The amount of time and effort required for these positions is staggering, and yet each of them has handled the 
responsibility with poise, grace, and strength. What more could an organization ask of its leadership? On behalf of The Cutting 
Edge, and the SAFD membership, I extend both gratitude and admiration to the following Past-Governing Body members. You 
have done an excellent job and will be missed, but we look forward to your continued efforts to assist this organization in other 
ways. Thank you for all you have done. 
Past President - FM Chuck covl 
The last six years have been an exciting challenge. The SAFD has made a lot of progress in getting union 
recognition for fight directors, expanding our educational offerings and in making our internal administration 
more effective. There is plenty more to be done of course and I wish the new administration much success 
in its efforts. I want to thank every one who has served with me on the Governing Body of the SAFD, the 
organization is very fortunate to have had such talented and dedicated people willing to give countless hours 
to its care and expansion. My thanks also to the membership at large who have been so supportive of my 
administration. I am honored to have been able to serve. Fight the good fight. 
Past Vice President - FM Brian Bvrnes 
My thanks for your dedication over the past six years. I'm extremely proud of the progress the Society has 
continued to make since its creation, and to have the opportunity to serve as a part of that progress has been 
an honor. The amount of service, blood and sweat that individuals put into this group is astounding. My best 
to all as we continue forward. 
Past Secretarv -CT Mike Mahanev 
I am honored to have had the chance to serve the membership, my friends, and colleagues in the SAFD in 
my term as Secretary. While we have made significant strides in our progress as an NPO and as a profes-
sional organization, of which I am fiercely proud of, I feel there is still much to be done before we establish 
ourselves as the premier stage combat organization in the world. I wish the incoming officers much luck in 
realizing this vision and look forward to our future with them. 
I would like to thank all those who supported me in my appointment, most notably my fellow GB members, 
former Secretary Bonacasa, John Tovar and the rest of The Cutting Edge Staff, Ad min Assistant Andey Collins 
and lastly my wife and partner Lacy Altwine. Domo Arigato Gozaimashita! 
Past Treasurer -CT Andrew Haves 
I would like to thank the SAFD membership for giving me the opportunity to serve you as Treasurer for the 
past six years. I'd also like to thank my colleagues for working so hard as officers and membership represen-
tatives over that time. The SAFD has experienced tremendous growth over that time and we have worked 
hard to improve membership services. I hope you are as proud to be a member of this "fight family" as I am. 
Keep up the good work and fight on . 
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Unarmed R.esources 
av Michael Mueller 
The Cutting Edge is proud to present the second installment of our section on Unarmed reference material. Over the last seven 
issues we have covered all eight disciplines and are now ready to begin again with additional material. Special thanks to CT/FD 
Dan Carter, CT/FD Jamie Cheatham, FM Drew Fracher, Friend Allan Johnson, CT/FD Michael Johnson, CT/FD Geoffrey Kent, 
CT/FD Robert Macdougall, FM Richard Raether, and CT/FD Ian Rose for their input on this section. 
The information provided is categorized into the various disciplines the SAFD recognizes and operates on a rolling submission 
basis. These lists consist of books that have been found to be extremely helpful, films that give examples of well choreo-
graphed/acted fights and serve as positive instruction, as well as any other material that instructors deem crucial to those who 
are interested in either increasing their skill level or merely their library of reference material. 
Please let us know your thoughts . What should be added to our list? Why? What should not be on the list and why? Please 
email comments, suggestions and thoughts to Michael Mueller at cuttingedge@safd.org. 
Aikido and the 
Dynamic Sphere 
by Adele Westbrook and 
Oscar Ratti 
"Not really much of a fight, 
but I use this sequence to 
demonstrate 'playing pain.' 
Amidst the super-human 
feats of actors in action films, 
Hanison Ford takes 3 bro-
ken fingers and turns this 
into a harrowing [human] cliff 
hanger, literally." 
CT/FD Jamie Cheatham 
Awareness Through 
Movement 





J, D. Milrtnez 
Combat Mime 
by J.D. Martinez 
"[Indian wrestling exercis-
es] help [students] find 
their centers." 
CT Ian Rose 
"I use this for rolls ." 





by Greg Jones 
Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine 
"The only Star Trek series 
where I saw that the stunt 
coordinator actually devel-
oped a specmc fighting 
style for each of the main 
races/empires/fed era-
tions." 
CT/FD Michael Johnson 
.,. .,I "--. 
WRESTLING""' FJ,CH-TJN(j 
/,j, - \;itw,,/J ;:,,_, . 
RAN DY COUTU RE 
I I t, 11 1 I. , I • , t. i, t I ~ , 1 I, 11, • f , 
Wrestling for Fighting: 
The Natural Way 
by Randy Couture 
"[This resource is] good 
for more western styling ." 
Friend Allan Johnson 
The Bourne Identity 
"Matt Damon and Nicki 
Naude go at it [in a] very 
Kali influenced [fight]. " 
CT/FD Robert Macdougall 
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Upcoming SFT s/SFK~ 
The SAFD membership is eager for opportunities to train, so The Cutting Edge is looking to expand our section on SPT/SPR 
information to include the dates and times of classes being offered that will lead up to an SPT or provide an opportunity for an 
SPR. These classes can be through a college, university, private session or independent organization. 
The structure of the information we have been requesting and providing will remain the same with the addition of this one cat-
egory, Class: Date(s)/Time(s). TBAs/TBDs are fine as long as there is contact information , and it doesn't matter how far ahead 
the dates may be. We will continue to print the information you send us in each issue until the date of your SPT/SPR has 
passed. As you find out more details, please update us so that we can maintain current information for the membership. 
Helping the membership to find more training opportunities and assisting those providing these opportunities to spread the 
word is our primary goal with this expansion. Please email your events, ·suggestions and thoughts to cuttingedge@safd.org . 
When: Ongoing When: March 11 , 2008 When: May, 2008 
Where: Philadelphia , PA Where: DePaul University, Chicago, IL Where: Adelphi University 
What: Emphasizes SPT/SPR's in addition What: SPT's - UA, R&O, KN Garden City, NY 
to disciplines not normally Inst: CT/FD Nick Sandys and guests What: SPT - R&D and S&S 
explored , like katana, case of Class: Jan. 3 - March 11, 2008 Inst: CT Ray Rodriguez 
rapiers , and rapier and cloak. Tues. and Thurs. 9-11 a.m. Adj: TBO 
Inst: CT/FD Ian Rose Adj : FM Chuck Coyl Info: Ray Rodriguez - (646) 373-8106 
Adj: TBD Info: Nick Sandys - (773) 398-3034 ranthrod66@yahQo.com 
Info: Ian Rose - (215) 802-3885 n12u11inl@de12s:iyl.edu 
www.ianrosefigbt~.com When: May, 2008 
When: March 28, 2008 Where: Brooklyn College 
When: February 14, 2008 Where: Regent University Brooklyn, NY 
Where: Denver Center Theatre Academy Virginia Beach, VA What: SPT - UA 
Denver, CO What: SPT - UA, R&D, BS and QS Class: Graduate Students 
What: SPT's - SiS Class: MFA Acting Students January to May, 2008 
Class: Jan. 7 - Feb. 14, 2008 Precedes The Virginia Beach Bash Tuesdays 2-5 p.m. 
Mon. and Thurs . 6-9 p.m. (March 29 and 30, 2008) Inst: FM Michael G. Chin 
Inst: CT/FD Geoffrey Kent Inst: CT Michael Kirkland Adj: TBD 
Adj: TBD Adj: TBD Info: Michael G. Chin - (646) 246-4061 
Info: Geoffrey Kent - (303) 446-4892 Info: Michael Kirkland - (757) 226-4 730 mikechinl@tbesti;!gecombat.com 
www.denvercenter.org michkir@regent.edu 
When: May 10, 2008 
When: Spring 2008, (exact date TBD) When: Late April or Early May, 2008 Where : University of the Arts 
Where: Frostburg State University (exact date TBD) Philadlephia, PA 
Savage Mountain Combat Club Where: University of Houston What: all eight SAFD disciplines 
What: SPT - SiS Houston, TX Inst: FD Charles Conwell 
Inst: CT Darrell Rushton What: SPT's - UA, SiS, 3rd TBD Adj: FM J. Allen Suddeth 
Adj: FM David Leong Inst: FM Brian Byrnes Info: Charles Conwell - (215) 717-6454 
Info: Darrell Ruston - (301) 687-4487 Adj: TBD cconwell@uact~.edu 
dsrushtonl@frostbu rg .edu Info: Brian Byrnes - (713) 446-4004 
bbl£rnfls 123/@l{aho0,com When: May 21, 2008 
When: March, 2008 Where: Denver Center Theatre Academy 
Where: Combat Inc / City Wing Tsun When: May, 2008 Denver, CO 
New York, NY Where: Muhlenberg College What: SPT- R&D 
What: SPT- SiS Allentown, PA Class: April 7 - May 21 , 2008 
Class: Jan. 13 - March, 2008 What: SPT- BS Mon. and Wed . 6:30-9 p.m. 
Sundays (Time TSO) Class: Undergraduate Students Inst: CT/FD Geoffrey Kent 
Inst: CT Ray Rodriguez January to May, 2008 Adj: TBD 
Adj: TSO Saturdays 12-3 p.m. Info: Geoff Kent - (303) 446-4892 
Info: Combat Inc - (917) 969-9550 Inst: FM Michael G. Chin www.denverce□ter.org 
info@combatinc.com Adj: TSO 
www.combatinc.com Info: . Michael G. Chin - (646) 246-4061 
When: March 9, 2008 
mik!;lcb i□@thestagecomt;iat .com 
Where: The Actor 's Gym, Chicago, IL 
What: SPT's - UA, R&D, KN 
Inst: FM Chuck Coyl 
Adj: TBD 
Info: The Actor's Gymnasium -
email@actorsgl{mnasium.org 
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Fight Master 
ChuckCo~I 
... J n the F C?otlight 
If you are interested in being featured or nominating another member, please contact Editor-in-Chief Michael Mueller 
(mjmueller3@aol.com). 
Outgoing SAFD president, FM Chuck 
Coyl, has been a . professional fight 
director for over 20 years. He has also 
served as vice president for the organi-
zation. FM Coyl's recent employment 
includes Fight Director for Broadway's 
August: Osage County and stunt work 
on the feature film Eyeborgs (scheduled 
for release this year). Notable produc-
tions include the world premieres of 
Killer Joe, Bug, The Point of Honor, and 
Play Action. FM Coyl's work has also 
appeared on the stages of the 
Steppenwolf Theatre, Actors Theatre of 
Louisville, Colorado Shakespeare 
Festival, and many others. He is a 
founding member of the Single Action 
Theatre Company, Actor's Gymnasium, 
and Roosevelt University; he has taught 
stage combat at highly-recognized aca-
demic institutions around the country. 
Associate Editor Marcus D. Gregio 
talked to FM Coyl for The Cutting Edge. 
MDG: How did you first hear about the 
Society of American Fight Directors and 
why did you become a member? 
CC: I saw a poster advertising the first 
annual National Stage Combat 
Workshop (to be held at Western Illinois 
University) on the theatre bulletin board. 
I had always had an interest in stage 
combat and so, when I saw [that] poster, 
I decided to attend. I loved my experi-
ence at the NSCW. I joined the SAFD 
that summer [because I] wanted to keep 
up with my training and all the new 
friends I had made. I've been a member 
ever since. 
MDG: What prompted you, those years 
ago, to accept the nomination for presi-
dent? 
CC: I felt that I had a responsibility to 
give something back to the organization 
that had given me so much. I know that 
sounds cheesy, but that's really why. 
MDG: It may sound just as cheesy, but 
you have made the membership proud 
and we are honored to have had you as 
an elected leader. As president, what 
goals did you have in mind when enter-
ing the post and how difficult did you find 
it to accomplish those goals? 
CC: I hoped that we could make in-
roads with the performance unions 
(which we have) and to improve and 
expand our operations. Working to get 
recognition as a legitimate part of a 
union bargaining unit is a laborious 
process, but one that will pay off for 
everyone involved in our industry in the 
end. 
MDG: It sounds like it has been a great 
journey. Even so, are you ready to move 
on from the post of president and begin 
new ventures? 
CC: I've had the opportunity to meet 
theatre professionals all over the coun-
try in my capacity as president [but], I 
am ready to move on. As gratifying as 
the past few years have been serving on 
the Governing Body, it is a very time 
consuming task. I look forward to con-
centrating on my career and personal 
life. I've done most of what I set out to 
do. Now it's just a question of moving 
things further along. 
MDG: In moving those things further 
along, what advice do you have for the 
newly-elected president? 
CC: Have a clear vision of what you 
want to accomplish. 
MDG: Now that you have accomplished 
your goals, and are about to begin 
enjoying your personal life, you might 
have time to watch a film. What is your 
favorite film involving combat and what 
about that combat do you find enjoy-
able? 
CC: The Duelists. William Hobbs did an 
excellent job of story telling in those 
fights. 
MDG: I agree. What advice would you 
give to someone just becoming interest-
ed in the SAFD? 
CC: Enjoy the ride. Stage combat is a 
wonderful art and useful learning tool for 
theatre and life. My closest friends are 
all members of this organization-folks I 
would never have met without it. 
MDG: How would you like to be remem-
bered as president? 
CC: I hope as someone who cared for 
the organization and who helped it-and 
the art form of stage combat-grow in 
acceptance and importance in the the-
atrical community. 
MDG: You certainly have achieved that. 
Cheers! 
My closest friends are all members of this organization-folks I would never 
have met without it. 
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New England Region 
Connecticut, Maine, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 




Friend Doug Jacobs, owner / head 
coach of the Worcester (MA) Fencing 
Club, held a summer camp in stage fight-
ing, and shot a video at the end of the 
week starring the campers. Doug 
reports that everyone had a great 
time. See the movie The Most 
Dangerous Blade on YouTube at 
http:/lwww.youtube.com/watch ?v=w4 Y J 
u3PsoAI 
AC Meron Langsner fight directed A 
Streetcar Named Desire at New 
Repertory Theatre, Man of LaMancha at 
the Lyric Stage Company, The Kentucky 
Cycle with Zeitgiest Stage, Big Love with 
Tufts University, and The Mystery of 
Edwin Drood with Lyric First Stage. He 
was chosen for an emerging playwright 
residency at New Rep through the 
National New Play Network, and recently 
taught a workshop on stage combat for 
playwrights at ATHE with CT Andrew 
Hayes. He continues to pursue doctoral 
work at Tufts University. 
AAC Robert Najarian was fight captain 
and performed in Don Giovanni with the 
Washington National Opera at the 
Kennedy Center, conducted by Placido 
Domingo and fight direction by CT Brad 
Waller. He also did fight direction for West 
Side Story with Boston Conservatory 
(thanks to CT Robb Hunter for the butter-
fly knives) and Hamlet with Shakespeare 
Now!, directed by American Repertory 
Theatre Artistic Associate David Wheeler. 
Robert continues his duties as instructor 
of movement and combat in the BFA 
Acting program at Boston University and 
with the Bay State Fencers. 
AC Paul Ugalde played Lt. Col. Nathan 
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Regional Reports 
Jessup in A Few Good Men this summer. 
No weapons, just verbal fireworks. He 
also appeared as Sir John Dudley for the 
Green Mountain Renaissance Festival 
where he choreographed and performed 
an R&D fight. In January, he will stage 
assorted violence for St. Crispin's Day 
(the low-life side of Henry V) at 
Middlebury College. 
CT Robert Walsh maintains a busy 
schedule acting and directing as a resi-
dent company member with the Actors' 
Shakespeare Project, as well as teaching 
at Brandeis University, Boston University 
and American Repertory Theater's 
Institute for Advanced Actor Training, 
among others. He also directed, and 
fight-directed , Widow's Blind Date at 
Gloucester Stage Co., and the U.S. pre-
miere of The Secret of Sherlock Holmes 
at Shakespeare & Co. He performed the 
role of Natasha Richardson's husband in 
the feature film Evening, and was also an 
Eliot Norton Award nominee for the title 
role in Titus Andronicus. 
East Central Region 
Delaware, Maryland, 
New Jersey, New York, 




Friend Alec Barbour recently moved to 
New York City, got cast in Hamlet as 
Laertes at Pax Amicus Castle Theater in 
New Jersey ("largely thanks to an awe-
some fight call"). Over the summer he 
taught stage combat workshops at 
Scaneateles and Liverpool high schools. 
Back in March, Alec did the fight choreog-
raphy for The Fantasticks, in which he 
also played Matt; and over the winter, he 
did the fight choreography for Baker High 
School's Peter Pan. Currently, Alec is 
playing Young Scrooge in A Christmas 
Carol for Pennsylvania Youth Theater. 
CT Nicole Callendor did stunts this sum-
mer on The Third Installment of Indiana 
Jones doubled Raven Symone in College 
Road Trip, N/D stunts & N/D driving on 
Don't Mess with the Zohan; stunt per-
forming for a Rescue Me episode entitled 
"Seven"; doubled an actress in a horror 
film called Sibling and is currently dou-
bling April Hernandez for the pilot Blue 
Blood. 
FM Michael G. Chin is head of the stage 
combat department at Muhlenberg 
College in Allentown PA. This spring he 
will return to Brooklyn College where he 
will teach stage combat on the Graduate 
level. Also this spring he will choreograph 
the fights for Henry IV, Part 1 at Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania which will be 
directed by CT/Dean Michael Hood. In 
August, FM Chin will choreograph the 
fights for the revival of Pan Asian Rep's 
acclaimed production of Shogun 
Macbeth which is scheduled to have 
Daniel Dae Kim as the lead. 
AC J. Alex Cordaro and wife Suzanne 
Obrien of Philadelphia are proud to 
announce the arrival of their second son, 
Maxwell Farnham Cordaro on October 
12, 2007 - one week after the 8th Annual 
Philadelphia Cheesesteak Workshop. 
Anyone at the workshop who saw him 
jump to answer his phone all weekend 
will now know why! As a Fight Director, 
Alex ended the summer with The 
Pennsylvania Shakespeare Festival's 
The Taming of the Shrew, and began this 
season with The Lantern Theater 
Company's production of The Lonesome 
West. Currently, he is changing a lot of 
diapers, is in pre-production for Theater 
Exile's Roosters, and beginning research 
for The Philadelphia Shakespeare 
Festival's '08 season of Romeo and 
Juliet, and Pericles. 
AC Valerie Fenton was busy planning 
her wedding (September 23, 2007) to fel-
low AC Christopher Niebling. Says 
Valerie, "CT Lewis Shaw was in atten-
dance and kindly refrained from shouting 
'I object!' during the ceremony." 
CT Al Foote Ill is the company fight 
director for Shakespeare NYC, a compa-
ny dedicated to producing all of the plays 
Regional Reports (continued) 
in Shakespeare's canon. This season Al 
was fight director for King John, Richard 
II and Macbeth (with AAC Paul Hope as 
MacDuff) and played Pembroke in King 
John. 
CT Michael Hood did 13 SPT's and a 
renewal last May with new CT Darrell 
Rushton serving as his assistant 
at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. 
Darrell was "a wonderful addition to our 
staff." FM/FD Michael G. Chin adjudicat-
ed and taught a Shaolin kickboxing work-
shop. 
CT Denise Alessandria Hurd acted in a 
production of Innocent Diversions (a play 
based on the early works of Jane Austen) 
at Theatre 1010 in New York. She is also 
choreographed the fights for a production 
of Magic Time (about a company putting 
on Hamlet) at Hunter College in 
December. In March, Denise will be 
doing the fights for a production of 
Breath, Boom at City College of New 
York. 
Friend Patrick Kilpatrick choreo-
graphed Macbeth for the Chesapeake 
Shakespeare Company and has" ... been 
busy getting married so I haven't had 
much time for anything else." 
AAC Jared Kirby started the year teach-
ing at the Paddy Crean Workshop in 
Banff, did a couple workshops in Calif. 
and also ISMAC (International 
Swordfighting and Martial Arts 
Convention) in Detroit, Ml. He is current-
ly teaching classical French foil at SUNY 
Purchase and continues to teach and 
train at Martinez Academy of Arms. Jared 
hopes to finish his third book soon which 
is an annotation of Saviolo's Of Honor 
and Honourable Quarrels. 
CT/FD Michael J. Johnson taught at 
regional workshops in Seattle, Cincinnati 
and Virginia Beach. In April, he played 
Othello at Western Illinois University 
where CT D.C. Wright teaches, and 
where several SAFD members have 
either taught or been students. He spent 
most of the summer in New York City 
teaching lots of CPR classes, and chore-
ographed fights for Burn, a new show 
that premiered at the New York 
International Fringe Festival. In August, 
Michael traveled to Natchitoches, LA to 
teach at Northwestern State University 
for the fall. He also spent October at Off 
Square Theatre Company in Jackson 
Hole, Wyo. as the fight director for 
Romeo and Juliet and taught a R&D SPT 
class there. The eight students that test-
ed passed, with two of them earnin~ gold 
stars from the "Emperor" Michael Chin, 
who adjudicated. Now he is back at NSU 
finishing up the semester with an SPT in 
Single Sword and Unarmed to be adjudi-
cated by FM/FD Michael Chin. 
Friend David Landau is teaching a full 
load in the film department at Fairleigh 
Dickinson University where he also 
teaches a stage combat class i,n the the-
ater department. · 
Friend Mark Mineart just finished a pre-
Broadway trial of Paint Your Wagon in 
Salt Lake City, Utah, where he played the 
villain of the piece with "much fighting and 
shooting and dying on my part." 
Currently, Mark is tearing 
up Treasure Island as Long John Silver in 
D.C. with FM/FD Richard Ryan choreo-
graphing. 
CT Mark E. Olsen has been teaching 
movement and acting at Penn State. He 
is currently doing the fights for produc-
tions of Company and As You Like It (with 
guest director, Tom Markus). Mark just 
published a book for an acting aesthetics 
class called Acting: Scene One and last 
summer worked at the Roundabout in 
NYC doing fight and movement consult-
ant work for their production of Old 
Acquaintance. Marc is currently in pre-
production for a new play he's directing in 
January called Push by Rob Caisley. 
AC Mike Pauley spent the summer in 
Monmouth, Maine working for the 
Theatre at Monmouth as fight choreogra-
pher for their summer season and played 
Lysander in A Midsummer Night's 
Dream. 
AC Laurie Miller Petersen, besides 
being busy with motherhood, currently 
teaches stage combat workshops at the 
Neighborhood Playhouse and the 
Calhoun School in NYC. Says Laurie: 
"My one-year old son, Jude, has also per-
fected the 2 step stair fall and will be ask-
ing union wage from now on." 
Friend Samantha Phillips is currently 
on the road touring Shakespeare's 
Clowns. On the fight circuit, she choreo-
graphed/acted/directed a corporate brawl 
using found objects (water cooler, paper 
shredder, cardboard cutouts, etc.) at the 
Mall at Steamtown in Scranton, PA for the 
1st National Office Convention ("think 
Star Trek w/o the latex"). Says 
Samantha: "Three of the actors from The 
Office (Oscar Martinez, Darryl from 
Warehouse, David Wallace from 
Corporate) did an awesome long-form 
improv with us!" 
CT/FD Ron Piretti was fight director on 
three of the New York Musical Festival 
shows: Unlocked, which won Best in 
Fest; Roller Derby and Girl Gang. He 
worked on the fights for Camille and 
Grapes of Wrath at Marymount 
Manhattan College; and, this past sum-
mer, Ron choreographed the fight for an 
opera entitled The Florentine Tragedy at 
Bard College. 
AC Carlo Riviecco interned at the "Wild 
West" NSCW/W.est Workshop. He also 
fight directed Zorro with Brooklyn Theatre 
Arts Project and The M Game with Mir 
Productions. Besides producing The 
Shortened Attention Span Horror 
Festival, Carlo directed and choreo-
graphed the violence for Little Mouse. 
"We had blood, popped out eyes being 
eaten, skinning and other assorted canni-
balism!" 
Friend Margarita Ruiz choreographed a 
few fights for the show It's A-Mazing for 
Renaissance Artist Puppet Company and 
says "It was especially tricky since I had 
Theseus with a short sword versus the 
Minotaur with a one-handed ax and 
horns!" She also got killed in the indie film 
The Mind. 
CT Darrell Rushton is thrilled to be able 
to write CT before his name. Thanks to 
the amazing support of everyone at the 
2007 Teacher Training Workshop, he has 
been able to realize a lifelong dream. 
Since his recovery from the 2007 TTW, 
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he has returned to Frostburg State 
University where he was fight director for 
Into the Woods, Beth Henley's 
Abundance and was cast in Cinderella at 
the Cumberland Theatre. (Rushtar LIKE 
singing!) He has also formed the Savage 
Mountain Stage Combat Club to promote 
safety and training in Unarmed for the fall 
semester and Single Sword in the spring 
semester. The club had a field trip to work 
with CT Lewis Shaw, CT/FD Scot Mann 
and FM Chuck Coyl at Howard 
Community College, where Lonnie sur-
prised him by announcing he would be 
assisting MC Jenny Male in a tomahawk 
class and leading the Mass Battle portion 
of the day. He will be teaching a Physical 
Comedy class in the spring of 2008, and 
continues to lead Acting classes at 
Frostburg State. Plans are afoot for the 
second annual Savage Mountain 
Summer Combat Workshop, 
(http://www.frostburg.edu/savagemtn/co 
mbat/sfighting.htm) which is a high 
school introductory workshop, and to 
take another field trip to the Winter 
Wonderland Workshop with his students. 
CT Ted Sharon has been to Children's 
Theatre Company in Minneapolis to 
choreograph Average Family; The 
Miracle Theatre in Tenn. to choreograph 
The Miracle; the Yakov Smirnoff Show in 
Mo. to do choreography for him; and 
worked as an assistant at the Action Film 
Workshops in N.C. Ted also taught a 
R&D SPT in May and an UA SPT in 
December. 
FM/FD J. Allen Suddeth worked on 
Arsenic and Old Lace and a new play 
called Hearts at Centerstage in 
Baltimore; The Diary of Anne Frank at 
Rutgers-Mason Gross School of the Arts; 
and finally Gutta Beautiful at the New 
Federal Theater in New York City. Says 
Allen: "I'm in my sixth year of 
teaching MFA 1 actors at Rutgers/ Mason 
Gross School of the Arts and my fifth year 
teaching stage managers, directors, and 
costumers there. I have also begun my 
third decade teaching at NYU, and pri-
vate students at the Lee Strasberg 
Theater and Film Institute in New York." 
In pre-production, Allen is working on 
Romeo and Juliet, Rosencrantz and 
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Gui/denstem Are Dead, and Joe Turner's 
Come and Gone. He is also busy organ-
izing an Action Film Workshop in Boston 
for April at both the Bay State Fencer's 
space and at Kean University; and will be 
teaching at the Winter Wonderland 
Workshop in January. Additionally, Allen 
will be adjudicating SPT's for FM/FD 
Michael Chin, CT Ted Sharon , and 
CT/FD Robert Westley in December. 
CT/FD Joe Travers fight directed the 
world premier of Adam Rapp's Essential 
Self-Defense at Playwrights Horizons in 
New York City. He also staged fights for 
Mojo and the East Coast premier of 
Hunter Gatherers at Wellfleet Harbor 
ActorsTheatre on Cape Cod, as well as 
for Peter Pan at Seaside Music Theatre 
in Daytona Beach. Most recently Joe 
worked on Disney's Beauty and the 
Beast at St. Paul's School near 
Baltimore, and on 100 Saints You Should 
Know at Playwrights Horizons. He was 
also a guest instructor at this 
year's Philadelphia Stage Combat 
Workshop, and is currently dividing his 
time between fight directing, teaching at 
the American Musical and Dramatic 
Academy and running classes at 
Swordplay Stage Combat. (www.sword-
playstagecombat.com) 
CT/FD Robert Westley choreographed 
the violence for the play The Butcher of 
Baraboo at Second Stage and the opera 
Romeo & Juliette for DiCapo Opera in 
New York City. He played a DHA Agent 
and performed stunts for the film 
Eyeborgs, which is in post-production. 
Robert heads the movement program at 
Hofstra University where he teaches 
mask and stage combat. 
South East Region 
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, 




CT Tim Bell continues to make magic as 
a Stunt Driver for Disney in Orlando, but 
has found time to break away for other 
projects too. This past summer he joined 
FM (Stunt Coordinator) Dale Girard as 
Assistant Stunt Coordinator, Gun 
Wrangler, and Stunt Actor for a Sci-Fi fea-
ture film Eyeborgs, shot in Winston-
Salem, N.C. Since then, he has taught an 
Unarmed workshop for The Orlando 
Opera, and will be performing as a Stunt 
Actor on Ace Ventura 3 which is shooting 
in Orlando. In November, Tim also 
attended the Flying & Fighting workshop 
in Lexington, Ky., which was organized 
by FM k. Jenny Jones. 
This fall, AC Cathy Brookshire wrote 
and directed Molly Whuppie; An Irish Folk 
Tale for the University of South Carolina's 
Lab Theatre Series. She also ran a "lug-
gage bashing" workshop for the USC 
Opera program's graduate and under-
graduate students. In the spring, Cathy 
played the lead role, Pat, in the USC 
graduate directed film Hands of Time and 
choreographed movement for Postcards 
From Morocco for the USC Opera 
Program. 
CT and Regional Rep John Cashman 
conducted a workshop for The Royal 
Chessmen in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. this 
past summer. 
CT Tiza Garland spent much of May in 
Sibiu, Romania teaching an intensive 
movement and stage combat workshop 
to student actors at the International 
Festival. In June, she visited CT Bret 
Yount and other members of the BASSC 
in London. Upon her return she finished 
her course work in Laban Movement 
Analysis in New York. The end of June 
found Tiza in the Limpopo province of 
South Africa where she completed her 
first marathon which took place in an 
open game reserve amongst giraffes, 
antelopes, gnus, warthogs, zebras, hid-
den baboons, hippos, and lions! When 
she returned she attended Michael 
Lugering's "Expressive Actor" workshop 
in N.Y., and in August Tiza attended the 
Aerial Dance Festival in Boulder, Colo., 
focusing on aerial fabric, lyra, and stilt 
work. She has returned to Gainesville, 
R_egional R.eports (continued) 
Fla. to start her fourth year as an 
Assistant Professor of Movement, Acting, 
and Stage Combat at the University of 
Florida. Recently completing movement 
coaching for the University's productions 
of Crumb's from the Table of Joy, and 
The Cherry Orchard, she is currently 
working on movement and fight direction 
for West Side Story. In addition to direct-
ing The Water Children, she is also doing 
the fight direction for Misery at the Asolo 
Rep. in Sarasota, Fla. 
Along with his busy teaching schedule at 
the North Carolina School of the Arts 
(NCSA), the NSCW and the Action Film 
Workshop (AFW), FM Dale Girard spent 
two months this summer as Stunt 
Coordinator, and as a featured character, 
on the upcoming Adrian Paul science fic-
tion action thriller Eyeborgs. FM Chuck 
Coyl and CTs Aaron Anderson, Tim Bell, 
Michelle Ladd, Scot Mann, Robert 
Westley and others served as additional 
actor/stunt players. After production 
ended, Dale was off to New York City, 
where he staged the fights for two sepa-
rate productions of Gounod's Romeo et 
Juliette, one at the Metropolitan Opera 
and the other at the DiCapo Opera. Upon 
returning home to North Carolina, he 
staged yet another production for Opera 
Carolina. Now back in class at NCSA, he 
is working on Gem of the Ocean and 
Dead Man Walking for the school, as well 
as beginning pre-production for Macbeth 
at the Two Rivers Theatre (N.J.) and the 
Folger (D.C.). Around his busy schedule, 
Dale still continues training in Tae Kwon 
Do and Hopkido with his sons Matthew 
(eight) and Derek (six). At present he car-
ries the rank of Eel Dan (Black Belt), and, 
under Grand Master Woo Sup Kim, 
serves as an assistant instructor for Tiger 
Kim's Tae Kwon Do. 
AC Candace Hackett just finished her 
first experience choreographing multiple 
fights for a Nashville production of 
Treasure Island. She was the Assistant 
Fight Director, but thanks to what she 
calls the "best typo ever" in the program, 
she was simply known as "The Fight" to 
the cast and crew. Candace is also work-
ing on her senior thesis, "The Art of 
Violence," which is an in depth research 
project that looks at the transformation of 
combat from personal battle to a stage art 
form. 
Friend Stephen Hyers has taken a posi-
tion with Greensboro College to teach 
stage combat. He is also serving as the 
Stunt Coordinator for the feature film, 
Bone Creek. 
CT Michael Kirkland is in his sixth year 
serving as Chairman of Department of 
Theatre Arts at Regent University in 
Virginia Beach, Va. In addition to a two-
semester course on the Sanford Meisner 
Approach, Periods and Styles, and Acting 
Shakespeare, he also teaches a three-
course Combat sequence: Unarmed, 
Rapier & Dagger, and Weapons of the 
Stage. Dr. Kirkland also serves as the 
Coordinator for the Virginia Beach Bash, 
a regionally sanctioned SAFD workshop 
held each spring and hosted by Regent 
University. His book, Stage Combat 
Resource Materials: An Annotated and 
Selected Bibliography was recently pub-
lished by Praeger, a subsidiary of 
Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc. 
Recent presentations include "Old 
School Swashbuckling" and "Angelo ver-
sus McBane" at the Southeastern 
Theatre Conference '07, in Atlanta, Ga. 
CT/FD Bruce Lecure just finished direct-
ing and fight directing Cat on a Hot Tin 
Roof at the Jerry Herman Ring Theatre at 
the University of Miami. In December, he 
began teaching the Young Artists of the 
Florida Grand Opera numerous move-
ment and fight skills. 
In June, CT/FD Scot J. Mann acted, 
gun-wrangled, and performed stunts and 
precision driving for the soon to be 
released Sci-Fi action thriller, Eyeborgs, 
starring Adrian Paul, Danny Trejo and FM 
Dale Girard (also Stunt Coordinator). 
Afterwards, he assisted at the MCW 
before returning to Mercer University in 
the fall to direct Stop Kiss and choreo-
graph Richard Ill for the Georgia 
Shakespeare Festival. Scot recently trav-
eled to Baltimore to teach a weekend 
workshop with CT/FD/FM Chuck Coyle, 
CT Lewis Shaw, and MC Jenny Male. 
He continues to teach Acting, Directing, 
Stage Combat, and Self-Defense at 
Mercer, and is finishing the last details of 
the Firearms Safety Course for the 
SAFD. 
In June, AC Kelly Martin worked as an 
actor, stunt performer and assistant gun-
wrangler on Crimson Wolf's production, 
Eyeborgs, earning her SAG eligibility and 
introducing her to the wonders of multiple 
explosive squib hits. Kelly also assisted 
CT/FD Scot J. Mann for a Kali Double-
Stick workshop in Baltimore. She is con-
tinuing her training with the SAFD in the 
hopes of achieving Advanced Actor 
Combatant status. 
CT Jill Matarelli-Carlson is still a 
Movement, Stage Combat, and Acting 
Professor at East Carolina University 
(GO PIRATES!) and is very excited about 
offering SPTs for the first time this spring. 
This past summer she choreographed 
"The Rumble" for West Side Story and 
staged the violence for the premiere pro-
duction of The Gray Ghost in Manassas, 
Va. She then attended the 2007 TTW 
with the best group of people in the world. 
She just returned from a trip to Chicago 
where she choreographed fights for the 
premiere production of Chalk at the 
Chicago Cultural Center. Jill was also 
awarded the rank of Full Instructor with 
Dueling Arts International and is looking 
forward to the Winter Wonderland 
Workshop in January. 
AC Brad Oxnam is an actor in Nashville 
and an adjunct professor at Middle 
Tennessee State University. He helped 
choreograph some unarmed fighting for 
the Street Theatre Company's production 
of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, 
Towne Center Theatre's Arsenic and Old 
Lace, and for the 2006 and 2007 produc-
tions of Spirit: The Authentic Story of the 
Bell Witch of Tennessee (along with fel-
low AC, Heather Snider). Brad also gave 
successful workshops in Unarmed stage 
combat for Davidson Academy and the 
Street Theatre Company. He has plans 
for future workshops with STC and 
Nashville School of the Arts. 
CT Lee Soroko was part of the 2007 
Teacher Training Workshop and is truly 
grateful for the expertise and guidance of 
the expert teaching staff, guest 
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instructors, support staff and e-mails of 
encouragement from TTWs of years 
past. The esprit de corps of class of 2007 
was remarkable. The other big news for 
Lee was that he has left his "former place 
of employment" along with his lovely wife. 
They are both now on faculty at the 
University of Miami where she is the 
Assistant Professor of Set Design and he 
teaches Acting as well as assists FD 
Bruce Lecure in Stage Combat and 
Period Movement. In August, Lee was 
the Fight Director for University of 
Miami's production of The Fantastiks and 
is currently working as FD for UM's pro-
duction of Pterodactyls. Lee has also 
been nominated for both SAFD Secretary 
(declined) and Treasurer (accepted) and 
is honored by the trust placed in him by 
members of the organization. 
International Region 
All locations outside 




FM Richard Ryan recently traded the 
dark streets of Gotham City where he 
was working on the new Batman film 
The Dark Knight for the crowded streets 
of Mumbai, India where he was working 
on a Bollywood film Drona which is part 
fairytale, part action adventure. He is 
then set to work on Faintheart, a British 
romantic comedy set around the world 
of historical re-enactors, as well as stag-
ing the fights for Treasure Island at the 
Roundhouse Theatre in Washington 
D.C. The end of the year sees him head-
ing to Prague for pre-production on the 
film Solomon Kane, which is based on 
the character created by Robert E. 
Howard who also created Conan & Kull. 
CT Bret Yount has been busy with fight 
direction . He directed the fights for 
Enjoy at the Theatre Royal, York, Free 
Outgoing at the Royal Court Theatre -
Upstairs, Pure Gold at the Soho 
Theatre, Intemperance for Liverpool 
Everyman and Romeo in the City for a 
national tour. He's also been working on 
Revenger's Tragedy for Guildhall School 
of Music and Drama, Six Characters in 
Search of an Author for Central School 
of Speech and Drama and Servant of 
Two Masters at RADA. He's also been 
involved in two short films, Devil's 
Finger and Crews. Bret is scheduled to 
be part of the first stage combat work-
shop in Israel hosted by Nissan Nativ, 
the Center Stage Theatre Company and 
Bl-Arts Council. 
The Fight Master Needs Your Help! 
The Fight Master is seeking a new Advertising Director. As a bi-annual publication, The Fight Master strives to enhance the 
intellectual and artistic knowledge of the Society of American Fight Directors through engaging articles, scholarly related infor-
mation, and education opportunities. 
Responsibilities for th is position include the following: 
• Interacting with all SAFD sanctioned events and/or their coordinators 
• Soliciting new advertising 
• Coordinating with production to collect and process advertisements 
• Invoicing advertisers 
• Working in conjunction with the SAFD Treasurer to verify the receipt of payments 
Qualified applicants must meet the following requirements: 
• Be a current SAFD member in good standing 
• Must be detail-oriented 
• Have a working knowledge of Microsoft Office and Adobe Acrobat 
• Be willing to focus on the expansion of advertisements in order to offer our readers 
products and services that coincide with our industry 
To apply, send an updated CV, a cover letter noting qualifications and a vision for The Fight Master, as well as contact infor-
mation for three references to John Tovar, Art Director for The Fight Master. His email is john_tovar@sbcglobal.net, and ques-
tions regarding this position may be emailed to him as well. Thank you for considering this great opportunity. 
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ATTENTION WORKSHOP COORDINATORS: 
Please look these specifications over to make sure that you are sending us exactly what we need 
so we do not have to contact you and ask for corrections. 
What you put in the ad is up to you, however, the following criteria must be met: 
- The workshop must be sanctioned by the SAFD 
- The ad must be 7.75" wide by 4.5" high 
- The ad must be in black and white 
- The ad must be submitted in either .tit, .jpg, .eps, or .pdf format 
- When sending us a file, you must include the fonts you use 
If your ad does not meet the following criteria, your ad will NOT be placed in the publication. We 
will accept ads up to one year before the date of your workshop, and we are more than happy to 
answer questions as well as help you through the process. If you have further questions, contact 
us at: 
cutti ngedge@safd.org 
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SAFD Membership APPiication/Annuai Dues Form 
Please complete the entire form. In order for the SAFD to maintain accurate records, it is important that all of your information 
in our database be current. You can either send in your payment with this form, or you may pay online with a credit card at 
www.safd .org. 
Reasons to join the SAFD: 
(if' Subscription to The Fight Master, a journal published twice yearly 
<T Subscription to The Cutting Edge, our bimonthly newsletter 
(if' Access to back issues of both publications and online discussions in the members only section at www.safd.org 
(if' Discounts to national and regional stage combat workshops 
(u"' The right to vote for members of the Executive Committee and Governing Body 
(if' And much, much more... ' 
Status (Circle one): New Member Current Renewing Member Lapsed Renewing Member Gift* 
*If giving a membership as a gift, please print your name here 
Please fill in the information for the gift receiver below. 
Amount Enclosed ($35.00/year USA, $40.00/year Outside USA) $ .00 Check# 
General Information 
Name (First, Ml, Last) Membership Level (circle one): 
Organization, Friend, Actor/Combatant, Advanced Actor/Combatant, 
Certified Teacher, Fight Director 
Address (Permanent): 
Home Phone: Cell Phone: 
Work Phone: Fax Number: 
Voicemail: Pager: 
E-mail Address(es): 
Website: Union Affiliations (SAG, AEA, etc.): 
University (name/address): 
Employer (name/address): 
Publications should be mailed t~ (please circle one): Permanent University Work 
I am interested in getting involved (circle any that apply): 
Material Donations - Merchandise - Grant Writing - Publicity/Promotion - Data Entry - Publications - All 
Current Skills Proficiency Test Results (Please list most recent SPT for each weapon) 




Rapier & Dagger 
Single Sword 
Smallsword 
Sword & Shield 
Unarmed 
Photocopy & Mail with payment to: 
SAFD, 1350 East Flamingo Road #25, Las Vegas, NV. 89119 
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Have You forgotten ... ? 
Have you renewed your membership for 2008? If not, there's still 
time. Send in your annual dues payment of $35.00 ($40.00 for 
international members) and receive two issues of The Fight 
Master, six issues of The Cutting Edge, your new membership 
card, discounts to workshops, access to the Members Only 
section on the SAFD website and much, much more! Just fill out 
the form on the previous page, make your check payable to th~ 
SAFD and send both to: 
Societv 01 American Fight Directors 
1350 E. Flamingo Road, #25 Las Vegas, NV 89119 
For your convenience, you can now safely and securely pay your 
dues via the Internet by visiting: 
http://www.safd.org/Membership/memform.html 
Memberships can also be given as gifts. So, if you know of 
someone who is difficult to shop for, give the gift of membership! 
One size truly fits all! 
Don't miss out! 
Definition 
Volte 
Main Entry: volte 
Pronunciation: volt 
Function: noun. Sport. 
1 : A circular movement executed by a 
horse in manage 
2 : A sudden movement made in avoid-
ing a thrust in fencing 
SAFD Definition: A method of 
removing the body from the 
line of attack by swinging the 
rear foot back and to the side, 
turning the body out of the line 
of attack. This may either be a 
Demi-Volte or a Grand Volte. 
INSIDE. THIS ISSUE. 
~ ~,,,,rir.1,,~ The Socletv ot American Fight Directors 





PERMIT NO. 51 Introducing Your New GB Pages 1 & 4 
The Pen is Mightier than the Sword Page 2 
... From the Governing Body Page 3 
A Fond Farewell Page 4 
Unarmed Resources Page 5 
Upcoming SPTs/SPRs Page 6 
.. .In the Footlight Page 7 
Regional Reports Pages 8-12 
The Fight Master Needs Your Help! Page 12 
Upcoming Workshops Pages 13 & 14 
SAFD Membership Application Page 15 
Submissions for the 
Mav/June 
issue are due 
March 1st! 
"'-~-fi:1 #25 
\ ff las Vegas, NV. 89119 
~ ,..., www.satd.org 
FORWARDING AND RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 
